WE REMEMBER THE HEROS WHO FELL

MILE 1  JOHN DOE  MILE 5  JOHN DOE  MILE 9  JOHN DOE  MILE 13  JOHN DOE
MILE 2  JOHN DOE  MILE 6  JOHN DOE  MILE 10  JOHN DOE  MILE 14  JOHN DOE
MILE 3  JOHN DOE  MILE 7  JOHN DOE  MILE 11  JOHN DOE
MILE 4  JOHN DOE  MILE 8  JOHN DOE  MILE 12  JOHN DOE

WATER / FOOD / FIRST AID

GPS COORDINATES PROVIDED BY BILL SWEET’S PHONE. ELEVATION PROFILE BUILT USING GPSVISUALIZER.COM.
SPECIAL THANKS TO ALPHA ARCHITECT AND PE NATIONAL GUARD FOR ORGANIZING THIS EVENT.
SEND FEEDBACK TO MIKE@FPPATHFINDER.COM.